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Executive Summary

EVERY YEAR, MORE HIGH-TECH toys are hitting the market. Connected and smart toys include technology like an internet connection or artificial intelligence software that learns about your child and personalizes play.

These toys can offer features parents and kids may want, but smart toys bring news types of risk:

- **Data collection** - Smart toys can collect significant data about children. For example, the manufacturer of the software for the Fuzzible Friends Alexa-connected toy states in its privacy policy that it may receive transcripts of a child’s interactions with the toy, contingent on parental consent.

  Smart toys may store data about children on company servers, and may partner with other firms to process and store data. They may reserve the right to share your child’s data with other parties, including third-party marketers. Over time, your child may unwittingly disclose a lot of information in conversations with their digital companion. The UN has warned that companies could use this data to classify children in buckets, and that long-term storage of information leaves open the possibility that companies may commercialize it in the future, selling it to other parties that may want it, for example, to determine a child’s future educational opportunities.

- **Breaches and hacks** - The more data a company gathers on your child, and the more companies it shares it with, the more likely your child’s information is to be subject to a breach. In 2015, the largest ever hack of kids’ information exposed the names, birthdays, genders and in some cases photos and recordings of 6.4 million children.

- **Microphones and cameras** - If hacked, connected toys can be used to eavesdrop on kids. A conversational doll, My Friend Cayla, had an unsecured Bluetooth connection, enabling the doll to become a microphone for anyone nearby to talk to a child through. The FBI has warned parents that toys with microphones may collect conversations that happen within earshot, even when a toy isn’t
being played with.

- **Inappropriate content** - Toys with a companion website where kids can download content from other users can lack safeguards for age-appropriateness. In 2019, researchers successfully uploaded content with swearing on one such kids platform.

- **In-app purchases** - Apps can use deceptive tricks to nudge kids to make unsupervised in-app purchases, such as having favorite characters encourage paid-for upgrades. One 6-year-old spent over $16,000 before his parents realized.

- **Marketing to your child** - Smart toys can use “stealth marketing” touting brands and products to your child. Using trusted fictional characters makes it hard for kids to understand they’re interacting with an ad. Smart toys can also log your child’s preferences over time, and could potentially make that data available to advertisers. The ad industry invests heavily in advertising to kids. An industry trade report suggested marketing can be done to kids as young as age 3.

- **Childhood development** - Researchers have raised that conversational smart toys may negatively impact young children's language development and social skills.

The market for smart toys is growing rapidly. Smart toy revenue is forecasted to reach $18 billion by 2023 - a nearly 200% increase from 2018.

A full tips guide for parents considering buying a smart toy is included at the end of the report.

**Tips for parents include:**

1) **Research the toy’s potential safety risks before buying.** Does the manufacturer have any history of privacy violations?

2) **Understand all the toy’s features.** Microphones, cameras, in-app purchases or chat functions can make toys riskier.

3) **Look for toys with a physical component to connect it to the internet.** Hackers can compromise toys that use unsecured Bluetooth connections.

4) **Supervise playtime, especially with younger kids.** Be sure these toys are used in shared spaces, instead of children’s bedrooms.

5) **Read the fine print.** Make sure you understand what data the toy collects, what companies may get that data, and that you can ask the company to delete any data it has on your child. This report includes an entire section on “how to read the fine print”.
Introduction

LIFE HAS BECOME increasingly digital, and that includes the toys our children play with. Electronic toys have become common in the marketplace, and they increasingly include technology like internet connections or artificial intelligence software that learns about your child and personalizes play.

Every year, more high-tech toys are hitting the market. Smart toy revenue is forecasted to reach $18 billion by 2023 - a nearly 200% increase from 2018.¹

These toys can offer features parents and kids many want, but they also bring new types of risk. Given their rapidly growing popularity, now is the time for parents to think carefully about whether to bring these toys into the home, and if so, how to do it safely.

Here we catalog some of the risks of internet-connected and high-tech toys, and offer tips for parents to help make smart decisions about smart toys.

What are connected and smart toys?

CONNECTED TOYS USE WiFi or Bluetooth to deliver a part or all of their play functions. Just as connecting to the internet gives a laptop access to a huge number of uses - like allowing you to stream video, download apps, or check email - an internet connection gives toys a wider range of capabilities. In addition, smart toys are those that include some element of artificial intelligence (AI) that learns about your child and personalizes play over time. Common types of connected and smart toys include dolls, robots and interactive games.

WiFi or Bluetooth connections are often added to toys to make smart toys more interactive. An internet connection enables many to be used with a companion app, giving your kid a digital interface for interacting with their toy. These apps, for example, can serve as a kind of “remote control,” allowing a child to use an app to control the toy’s movement in the physical world, or teach it to perform multi-step tricks.² Others may enable augmented


² For examples of connected toys with these features, see: https://www.pocket-lint.com/parenting/buyers-guides
reality features - incorporating a physical toy into a digital landscape that’s viewable on a tablet or screen.

Smart toys often include other technologies such as microphones, cameras or sensors in conjunction with an internet connection to enable all their features. Many can transmit data to apps or outside servers that is then processed and used to prompt the toy to act accordingly.

For example, some dolls that have conversations with kids have a microphone, and use WiFi to transmit a child’s words to speech recognition software maintained by the manufacturer. Then, the child’s words may be compared against databases of possible responses for the doll to deliver, which the company then transmits to the doll’s microphone over WiFi. In some cases, your child’s answers may be kept over the longer term, enabling the doll to remember, for example, your child’s name or favorite animal.\(^3\)

Other smart toys have “onboard electronics” like microprocessors and storage capabilities built into the toy itself. These can include additional features like facial recognition, and sensors that can detect light, touch, temperature and proximity.\(^4\) These can serve to give toys particularly lifelike features, like appearing to shiver when it’s cold or fall asleep when the lights are turned off.

Smart toys are currently being manufactured for all age groups - infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and school age children.

---

**What is artificial intelligence (AI)?**

Smart toys generally include some element of AI - programs that mimic human thought and perform complex tasks usually done by people, like making decisions or predictions. AI is already a big part of our lives. It powers recommendation systems, like what music you might like based on your listening history. It’s behind digital voice assistants like Siri and Alexa, and is increasingly being used by businesses to screen resumes and in hospitals to diagnose diseases. AI has the capacity to make decisions based on lots of information efficiently, but experts have raised concerns about its implementation.

AI systems use lots of data. Training an AI to identify a good resume requires showing it a lot of good resumes, and teaching it to have a conversation requires reading lots of samples of human speech. Once trained, an AI can take real-time information and react accordingly - like responding to a child’s commands.

---

\(^3\) American Library Association, “Connected Toys” (webpage), accessed on 10 November 2022 at: https://www.ala.org/tools/future/trends/connectedtoys.

The potential of smart toys

The prevalence of smart and connected toys available for sale has grown in recent years, thanks to a number of factors in the broader marketplace, including developments in new smart technology, the increased presence of screens, smartphones and tablets in children’s lives, and the wider adoption of Internet of Things devices, like smart appliances, in people’s homes.⁵

Parents may want connected toys to offer features like generating reports about a child’s engagement that can help understand their child’s development in new ways, or potentially keeping kids’ interest longer than analog toys with software updates. Other parents appreciate that some smart toys are interactive without increasing their child’s screen time. Some toys purport to offer educational benefits, like teaching a child vocabulary in a second language, or teaching them the basics of coding and robotics.

According to the advocacy group Fairplay, many of these positive claims made by manufacturers and marketers of smart toys have not been verified by outside experts.⁶ Smart toys also come with potentially serious risks that should be considered carefully before bringing them into the home.

---

⁵ See note 3.

⁶ Fairplay, “Connected Toys and Devices - Safe, Secure, & Smart Guide to Choosing Tech for Your Preschooler” (webpage), accessed on 6 November 2022. Available at: https://fairplayforkids.org/pf/safe-secure-smart-toys/
Smart toys can collect, store and use a lot of data about children

CONNECTED AND SMART TOYS can require the collection of your child’s data to function. Under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), companies cannot collect personal information from children under 13 without parental consent. It’s possible, however, that “giving consent” could be as simple as turning the toy on. It’s easy to misunderstand the full implications of giving consent for data collection during play.

Data collected can include the information provided by a parent while registering the toy, or a catalog of a child’s performance or behavior when playing with a toy. Some toys are focused on creating a relationship with your child, meaning they want to find out and remember things like your child’s name, favorite animal, and other content of past conversations. Relationship-centric, conversational toys may also solicit information from kids about other members of the household, or about visitors. “Remembering” all this information so the toy can revisit it with your child means that data is stored somewhere - usually on a company’s servers.

Smart toy manufacturers may partner with other companies, like data analytics firms, in order to process and store data. They may also reserve the right to transmit data to other actors as well, meaning your child’s personal information could potentially get shared with a broad number of companies, including third party marketers - especially when the company fails to provide a specific list of what parties may receive your child’s data in its privacy policies. The data gathered about your child may become the intellectual property of these companies.

---

7 This is similar to what some app developers do - in some cases, giving consent for data collection is as simple as downloading an app. See: CoPIRG comments on Colorado Privacy Act rulemaking, available at: https://pirg.org/resources/copirg-comments-on-colorado-privacy-act-rulemaking/.


11 Ibid.
companies.\textsuperscript{12} Some of your child’s data may even go towards training different AI systems.\textsuperscript{13}

In general, companies have the incentive to gather more data about children than is needed, and use that data for secondary commercial purposes, like building profiles of a child’s interests that can be used to target them with ads.\textsuperscript{14} As documented by the Center for Digital Democracy, marketing companies have published reports about the profitability of marketing to children, who often heavily influence how families spend their money.\textsuperscript{15} For more on marketing to children, see page 15.

Companies that collect data on children could save it for long periods of time, and potentially commercialize it in the future by selling it to third parties. This could have big impacts on children’s lives. The UN has warned, for example, that a toy company that collects intimate data on kids from an early age could potentially sell it to colleges and universities who might want such data for admissions decisions.\textsuperscript{16} AI may use data from toys to classify children in buckets based on various metrics like attention span or learning pace.

**Smart toys that have two-way conversations with your child may store recordings or transcripts.**

One common type of smart toy is dolls or stuffed animals that have active conversations with kids. The companies behind these toys may be gathering detailed logs of everything your child says.

Two-way conversational smart toys often utilize artificial intelligence and speech recognition software to take a recording of a child, turn it into a transcript, analyze it, and prompt the toy to respond in a conversational manner - usually soliciting more interaction and information from the child. Some conversational smart toys include a microphone and use WiFi to access speech recognition software, as was the case with Mattel’s Hello Barbie doll that was introduced in 2015 and

\textsuperscript{12} See note 9.
\textsuperscript{13} World Economic Forum, “Our children are growing up with AI. Here’s what you need to know” \textit{(article)}, 28 January 2022. Available at: \url{https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/01/artificial-intelligence-children-technology/}.
\textsuperscript{16} World Economic Forum, “Smart toys: Your child’s best friend or a creepy surveillance tool?” \textit{(article)}, 31 March 2022. Available at: \url{https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/03/smart-toys-your-child-s-best-friend-or-a-creepy-surveillance-too/}.
later discontinued. Other conversational toys piggyback off of the technology of voice assistants like Amazon’s Alexa, and use a connection with a smart home speaker to communicate with a child instead of incorporating a microphone into the toy itself.

In 2021, a Mozilla Foundation review of the Fuzzible Friends Alexa-connected toy found that the manufacturer of the software that enables the plush toy to talk receives information about a child in the course of play. A 2022 review of these privacy policies by U.S. PIRG Education Fund researchers found the same concerns remain.

Creativity Inc., the company that created the Alexa Skill software that makes Fuzzible Friends interactive, can receive a child’s personal data from Amazon, contingent on the parental consent given to Amazon. This means the company may receive a lot of information, including geolocation information and transcripts of a child’s conversations with their digital companion. The company gives the example that if a user were to state their age during a session using their services, then that would be included in the transcript. The company states these transcripts are anonymized, but it’s still a lot of information for a company to have, and there’s no good reason for a company to have this level of detailed data. At the time of this report’s publication, Fuzzible Friends are available for purchase from Walmart, eBay, Amazon and other retailers.

Of all smart toys, ones that have free-flowing conversations with your child have the potential to lead to excessive data collection in particular. Children likely come to view the toy as a trusted friend, and may unwittingly disclose a lot of personal information in the course of conversations, not realizing behind the toy are companies that are the ones doing the listening and the talking.

**Unclear terms and conditions can leave parents in the dark.**

Terms and conditions and privacy policies are notorious for being long and difficult to read. A 2016 study by the Norwegian Consumer Council found that if the average person read the entirety of every privacy policy they signed in a year, they’d have to read

---


20 Ibid.

21 Ibid.
250,000 words of fine print - which is longer than the New Testament, and would take over 24 hours to read out loud.\textsuperscript{22}

The fine print of all the products we use is often hard to parse and can be surprisingly vague. For example, it’s common to see companies reserve the right to share your data with classes of companies like “service providers” or “partners”, without giving a full list of who exactly that entails. If specific companies are named, usually the privacy policy refers you to the privacy policies of those companies, meaning you may have to read even more fine print to fully understand what’s going on.

This is the case for many technology companies, and unfortunately, it can be the case for toy manufacturers, too. Anytime a parent comes away confused after looking at the fine print, it’s better to move on and find a different toy made by a company that takes the security of children seriously enough to put forward a clear privacy policy.

For tips on what to look for in the fine print, see page 20.

\textsuperscript{22} Øyvind H. Kaldestad of the Norwegian Consumer Council, “250,000 words of app terms and conditions”, 2016, available at: https://www.forbrukerradet.no/side/250000-words-of-app-terms-and-conditions/.

\subsection*{The potential risks of smart toys}

SMART TOYS CAN POSE RISKS to child security, privacy, and development.

Microphones, cameras and sensors can pose safety concerns.

Many web-enabled toys include devices like microphones or cameras that can pose security risks to children. If hacked, these toys can be used to eavesdrop on or even communicate with kids. The FBI has issued warnings about connected toys, advising that consumers should consider cybersecurity risks before bringing them into the home.\textsuperscript{23}

In 2017, U.S. PIRG Education Fund reported that the My Friend Cayla doll had an unsecured Bluetooth connection, enabling Cayla to become a microphone for anyone nearby to talk to a child through the doll. Smartphones automatically recognized the doll as a normal hands-free headset, and did not require a password to connect to the doll, or for a person to physically

interact with the doll at all in order to use it to converse with children. In 2017, German officials ordered parents to destroy the dolls, citing concerns that they may be used to illegally spy on kids.

In 2021, the U.S. PIRG Education Fund found a similar security problem with The Singing Machine, a Bluetooth karaoke microphone that allowed users to connect it with any app or music platform. The microphone didn’t require a PIN or other verification to connect to the device via Bluetooth. PIRG toy researchers were able to connect to The Singing Machine from outside of their home at about 30 feet away. A bad actor could connect to the device and play anything from an explicit song to a voice recording telling a child to come outside.

Other concerns raised by the FBI include the possibility that toys with microphones may collect conversations that happen within earshot even when direct play with a toy isn’t occurring, and that the risk of child identity theft rises due to the amount of information children may unwittingly disclose to their internet-connected friend. The agency also warned that some connected toys may collect GPS location history or WiFi network information.

Breaches and hacks can expose children’s data.
Internet-connected toys often collect data about children as they play. The more data companies collect on users, the more likely that data will be subject to breach or hack, and smart toys are no exception.

In 2015, for example, the toy company VTech was the target of a successful cyber attack that exposed the data of at least 6.4 million children – the largest ever hack of kids’ information to date. The exposed data included children’s names, birthdays, and genders, and in some cases, photos, recordings and chat logs. This episode is far from an isolated incident.

---


27 See note 23.


Another example, from 2017, involved CloudPets internet-enabled stuffed animals, which were designed to exchange recorded messages between kids and parents (useful, for example, while a parent is on a business trip). The toys exposed the emails and passwords of more than 800,000 accounts, and made it possible for outside actors to access more than 2 million of the recorded messages between children and their parents online.\(^{30}\) Major toy retailers stopped selling the stuffed animals by June 2018 — including eBay — but in 2021, PIRG Education Fund researchers found them still for sale from certain retailers on eBay.\(^{31}\)

**Platforms may include inappropriate content for download.**

Some connected toys have a companion online platform or app. In some cases, these allow children to download content that is created by other users, rather than the manufacturer itself. Through these sites and apps, children can interact with content that may not have been screened to make sure it’s age appropriate.

In 2019, the non-profit Which? and the cybersecurity firm NCC Group found toys where users could upload inappropriate content to companion web portals. For example, a build-your-own video game that teaches kids basic coding skills, Bloxels, has an online arcade where users can upload their designed games. Researchers were able to upload a game that featured swearing and make it available to all other users.\(^{32}\)

**Add-on sales and in-app purchases can cost parents money.**

Smart toys can end up costing parents more money than expected. Some smart toys may come with a monthly subscription cost to get updates or access new features, in addition to the upfront cost of the toy.

Another concern is in-app purchases in games tailored for kids, enabling children to accidentally spend money unsupervised. A 2020 survey found that 40% of parents reported that their children spend up to $10 a month on in-app purchases, while over 8% said it’s over $100 monthly.\(^{33}\)

---


\(^{31}\) See note 26.

\(^{32}\) Andrew Laughlin, “Kids’ karaoke machines and smart toys from Mattel and Vtech among those found to have security” (article), Which?, 10 December 2019. Available at: [https://www.which.co.uk/news/article/kids-karaoke-machines-and-smart-toys-from-mattel-and-vtech-among-those-found-to-have-security-flaws-in-a-which-investigation-aCZvy9y0NTtR2](https://www.which.co.uk/news/article/kids-karaoke-machines-and-smart-toys-from-mattel-and-vtech-among-those-found-to-have-security-flaws-in-a-which-investigation-aCZvy9y0NTtR2).

This can be particularly problematic for young children who likely don’t understand all the implications of spending money. A 2019 study found that 95% of the most-downloaded free apps for kids under age 5 feature ads, and that some even featured characters encouraging in-app purchases. A 6-year old accidentally spent over $16,000 inside a tablet game, in part because the button for in-app purchases was the game’s main character, making the invitation to spend money friendly and more appealing for a child. Some of the items available for purchase cost as much as $99.99.

Data gathered on children may be used for marketing.
Advertising to children is a concern for many parents, and connected toys have created new opportunities for advertising to children.

Some connected toys with companion apps or associated websites may feature ads designed to target children of specific ages. In an industry report by the trade group the Internet Advertising Bureau, it advises: “if a user is currently playing a racing game with animated content and requires an early education reading level, then you can contextually target an ad intended for a boy between the ages of 6 to 8.” The report goes on to suggest advertising can target ads to age groups as young as 3-5 year olds.

Other advertising practices targeting kids are harder to identify. Some connected toys can come pre-programmed with phrases touting certain products or brands to your child. This practice is known as “embedded advertising” or “stealth marketing.” In the case of the My Friend Cayla doll, she was pre-programmed to discuss her favorite Disney movies with children. The company that manufactured Cayla, Genesis Toys, had a commercial relationship with Disney that wasn’t...
obvious. Using trusted fictional characters to advertise to kids can seem like they’re getting “authentic” communications from a trusted friend, rather than an advertisement. In 2022, the advocacy group Fairplay, along with other groups including U.S. PIRG, submitted a report to the Federal Trade Commission petitioning for action on stealth marketing to kids as an unfair and deceptive trade practice.

Some researchers and advocates have raised particular concerns about interactive, conversational toys creating digital profiles of children to log their likes and dislikes, as well to elicit information about a child’s family and their interests. In general, the creation of digital profiles cataloging demographic and interest information about individuals is the primary vehicle for today’s online targeted advertising systems. While COPPA puts significant controls in to limit the collection and sharing of children’s data under age 13, COPPA doesn’t ban targeted advertising to kids. A study found that by the time a child turns 13, advertising technology companies have gathered, on average, 72 million data points about them. Given that at least some smart toys reserve the right to share data with third party marketers, your child’s favorite toy may be contributing to the digital profile constructed on your child that’s sold to many companies.

Some smart toys may hinder the development of young children.

Play is crucial for child development - it helps build cognitive, physical, social and emotional skills in young children. Increasingly, researchers have raised potential harms that smart toys may inflict on young kids’ development.

Language development

Smart toys can impact language development. For example, preschoolers often have to work through communication problems with peers

---

38 “Connected toys violate European consumer law” (press release), Norwegian Consumer Council, 6 December 2016. Available at: https://www.forbrukerradet.no/siste-nytt/connected-toys-violate-consumer-laws/.
39 See note 37.
40 Ibid.
41 See, for example, the sources in notes 9 and 14.
44 Andrew Simms, “The advertising industry is fuelling climate disaster, and it’s getting away with it” (opinion), 11 October 2021. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/oct/11/advertising-industry-fuelling-climate-disaster-consumption.
45 See note 10.
and adults in order to learn how to express their thoughts coherently - an important life skill. Conversational smart toys lack the ability to work through communication breakdowns, which can particularly frustrate 3 and 4 year olds. Conversational toys might even cut children off while they’re in the process of forming their ideas into sentences. It’s best to stay away from conversational toys and smart speakers for young children.

**Creativity**
Researchers have raised the possibility that smart toys may impact children’s creativity. When playing with a normal, analog doll or stuffed animal, the child sets the agenda for play and has to invent both sides of the conversation. By contrast, smart toys tend to be the ones directing the play and conversations based on their programmed abilities. With analog toys, playtime is a blank slate. With smart toys, play is restricted to the toys’ limitations.

Smart toys, however, are still just toys that happen to have computers inside them. They aren’t capable of building reciprocal relationships, trust, or patient and loving friendships. But because they’re very good at emulating these traits, and can talk back to children, kids may build a connection with smart toys like they do with people, and attribute emotions and intent to their toys in a different way than they do with analog toys. According to some researchers, this can stunt emotional growth about...
the ideas of what friendship should look like. As MIT professor Dr. Sherry Turkle, researcher and author of multiple books about children and technology, said in a recent interview with *The Atlantic*: “Pretend empathy does not do the job.” Any chance that a child develops a relationship with a smart toy that crowds out building relationships with family or peers means you could end up with “children growing up without the equipment for empathic connection. You can’t learn it from a machine.”

Interacting with smart toys can also alter the way children interact with real people. In a 2017 study of a group of children’s interactions with smart toys, the children recognized that two of the smart toys often fell into repetitive loops, using the same phrases over and over when the toy couldn’t understand or respond to a question posed by the children. One parent followed up with researchers after the study to report that her child had started using one of the toy’s same repetitive phrases with her father when she didn’t want to do what he asked of her.

### Conclusion

**SMART TOYS, LIKE ANY OTHER**

technology are not inherently good or bad - it’s the way we decide to design and implement them that makes all the difference. Without policy reform, however, it’s more likely smart toys will become data collection devices for harvesting the data of children.

It’s concerning that, right now, there’s very little governance over smart toy manufacturers and their products. Policymakers should institute more oversight over the industry. They should also institute a data minimization policy, requiring companies to only collect the data that’s needed to provide the service a consumer is expecting to get, and nothing else.

Policymakers should also ban the collection of children’s data for targeted or behavioral advertising. Banning this practice will help cut down on the amount of data collected by companies, and the number of companies this data is shared with.

---


Unfortunately, until then, it’s on parents to make smart decisions about smart toys. We’re here to help.

### Smart toy tips for parents

**IF YOU ARE THINKING OF** buying your child a smart toy, there are steps you should take before bringing it home, and ways to help keep play safe.

#### Before buying

*Make sure the toy is age appropriate* - Know what age range the toy is designed for, and understand the reason those recommendations exist. For example, conversational toys and smart speakers aren’t good fits for young children developing language skills. That said, each child develops on their own trajectory. By understanding the reasons for age recommendations, you’re in a better position to make the right choice for your child.

*Research the toy’s potential safety risks before buying* - Ensure there are no reports of a toy posing known dangers to children. Search the toy manufacturer online to see if there are any news reports or government actions against it for violating privacy standards, and avoid those with a spotty record. Looking up reviews of the toy may also help you identify toys that have made parents feel uncomfortable.

*Understand all of the toy’s features* - Make sure you understand exactly what the toy can do. Consider what features will work best for your family.

  **Features to consider carefully:**
  - Cameras, microphones or sensors
  - Chat functions
  - Location sharing
  - In-app purchases
  - Level of individual personalization the toy is programmed to accomplish

  **Features that can be helpful:**
  - Parental safety controls
  - Ability to set time limits
  - Ability to turn the toy completely off
  - A “touch to talk” feature, so you control when a device is “listening”

*Look for toys with a physical component to connect it to the internet* - This can even be as simple as having a button on the toy you must press in order to link it to other devices. Ensuring someone must physically interact with the toy helps cut down on the risks of strangers abusing its internet connection. Some toys will require you to enter a password in an app to connect with the toy. This is a good feature to have, but physical requirements are best.
Once a toy has cleared these initial hurdles, the final step is to roll up your sleeves and take a look at the terms & conditions and privacy policy. This is not an easy thing to do, but we’re here to help.

How to read the fine print
Reading terms & conditions and privacy policies is hard. It’s completely normal to feel intimidated and confused by these documents – they’re full of legal lingo and vague statements. If you feel lost or frustrated, just know you’re not the only one. We’ll walk through the steps together here.

The terms & conditions and privacy policy documents are usually two separate documents – you’ll want to find both.

Finding the documents
Typically, you’ll find these somewhere on the toy manufacturer’s website. A lot of times it’ll be at the very bottom of their site with a little link that says “terms and conditions” or “privacy” or “legal information”.

If you’re having trouble finding these, you can also search the name of the company and “privacy policy” online and see if that helps you.

If you can’t find the terms and conditions or privacy policies – and it’s possible you might not – it’s better to move on and find a different toy made by a different company that’s more transparent.

If there are multiple companies involved in delivering the services of a smart toy, you’ll want to find terms & conditions and privacy policies for all of them. Sometimes a smart toy manufacturer will partner with outside technology companies to provide elements of the toy’s play functions, and these outside companies will have their own policies, and you may find something in that fine print that you don’t like. A toy manufacturer’s technology providers may be listed in the general information of the toy, in its FAQs, or in the manufacturer’s privacy policy (we’ll help you find where).

Finding the privacy policies of other companies is particularly important for toys that have a companion website or app you have to download in order to play. Devices like computers, smartphones and tablets are capable of sucking up a lot of unnecessary data, and app developers in general are notorious for collecting children’s data illegally. If there’s an app, you need to find its policies, too. To find these documents, look at the app’s information in the app store. There’s often a link to these documents in the
app description. If it’s not there, try looking at the company’s website.

What to look for in the fine print
Once you’ve found all the documents, it’s important for parents to try and find answers to key questions, which we list below. To help find answers, there are some keywords you can search using “ctrl + f” or “command + f” to help navigate – we include these below, too.

1) **Does the toy have a child-specific privacy policy?**
Any product designed for children will ideally have a separate children’s privacy policy, or at least a section of its privacy policy dedicated to the rights of children. To find it quickly, search the privacy policy and terms & conditions for the word “child”. If a child-specific section or document doesn’t exist - or you can’t easily find it - this is a red flag from the get go.

Ideally, you’ll be able to find the answers to the following questions in that kids-specific document or section.

*Suggested search terms for scanning the fine print: child, minor.*

2) **If the toy has a microphone or a camera, is it recording your child’s interactions with it? Are those communications transferred anywhere? To whom, and for what purpose?**
This data can be sensitive. It’s ultimately up to you if you’re comfortable with this type of information being collected.

*Suggested search terms: camera, microphone, voice, photo, recording, transcript.*

3) **Is the toy collecting any other information about your child, or transferring it to any company that isn’t the manufacturer?**
Most sensitive is information about your child’s location. You want to be pretty careful about who can get this.

*Suggested search terms: location, geolocation.*

**Which companies are getting your child’s data?**
Wherever a manufacturer’s privacy policy says they’re selling, sharing or transferring data to other entities, you want to see the specific names of specific companies. It’s not uncommon to see privacy policies or terms & conditions that say “we share your information with service providers” or “third parties” or “business partners” and then give you no clues about who
those entities are. The best toy manufacturers will follow any of these phrases up with specific names of who, exactly, is getting your child’s data.

When the company lists out its technology partners or service providers partners explicitly, these are the companies you’ll want to find privacy policies for, and figure out what they do with your child’s data.

*Suggested search terms: data, personal information, transfer, share, sell, third party, third parties, service provider, partner, business.*

4) **Does the company retain the right to share your child’s data with advertisers?** Any toy that states it can share data with advertisers may be worth staying away from – advertisers tend to have weaker security protocols in place and tend to share data with a lot of other entities. Plus, letting a child see ads that companies have tailored based on what they think a kid will like has been linked with unhealthy habits – like increased cravings for junk food. In a privacy policy, targeted advertising may also be called “interest-based” or “personalized” advertising.

*Suggested search terms: advertiser, advertising, marketing.*

5) **Can you request a record of your child’s data so you can see what the company has on file? And can you request your child’s data be deleted?** You want to maintain some level of control over your kid’s information, and having access and deletion rights are some of the most important. You want to be able to delete data if, for example, you have reason to believe your child overshar ed some sensitive information. You’ll also want deletion rights for once your child loses interest in or outgrows a toy, so you can make sure the company isn’t holding onto information unnecessarily, which can put your kid at risk in case of a data breach or hack, even months or years down the line.

*Suggested search terms: delete, deletion, parental access, personal information rights, your rights.*

6) **If there’s a data breach, will you be notified?** You want a company that commits to transparent communication about any possibilities that your child’s data has been compromised in any way.

*Suggested search terms: security, breach, hack, notify, communication.*
7) **Does the company state it is allowed to change the terms & conditions or privacy policy without notifying you?** This can be a red flag if they can make substantive changes – especially when it comes to types of data they collect and who they share it with – without alerting you.

*Suggested search terms: change, revision, revised, edited, notify.*

Unfortunately, it’s possible after hunting down all the documents and reading the fine print that you won’t be able to find the answers to all of these questions in the terms & conditions or privacy policies. These documents can omit important information, like a full list of companies the manufacturer may share your child’s data with. If this is the case, it’s safer to find a different toy made by a company that takes the security of children more seriously.

**Once the smart toy is home**

*Supervise playtime, especially with younger kids* - Establish with your child that playtime with the toy is only with parental supervision. This helps to ensure that if someone is hacking and using the toy to interact with your child, you can take action immediately. Be sure these toys are used in shared spaces, instead of children’s bedrooms or the bathroom.

*Turn it off* - Always turn the toy off when not in use. For younger children, store it in a place your child can’t reach when playtime is over to ensure they can’t turn it on without supervision, re-enabling the toy to pose unmonitored risks.

*Stay on top of security updates* - Many web-enabled toys and their companion apps will issue periodic updates. Make sure to stay on top of these.